Surgical Spotlight™
ILLUMINATING THE BUSINESS OF SURGERY

EXECUTIVE ACTION
Simplify complex decisions through data analysis.
Measure & evaluate decision impact through targeted KPIs.

NURSING OPTIMIZATION
Confidently optimize your resource utilization.
Ensure scheduling accuracy, on-time starts & turnover efficiency.

OR SUITE TRANSPARENCY
Analyze OR utilization & gain visibility into costs.
Actionable, accurate & verifiable data.

CORE KPI CONFIDENCE
Easily accessible KPIs to evaluate performance.
Simplified business KPIs from volume to block utilization.

WHO WE ARE
ORHub is an advanced SaaS-based healthcare data analytics company uniquely focused on the business of surgery to improve the profitability of medical facilities.

ORHub’s modular applications empower data-driven decision making for healthcare providers.

CONTACT US
425.577.6266
info@orhub.com
https://orhub.com
ORHub, Inc.
350 S. Mill Avenue
Suite B-202
Tempe, AZ 85281-2853
The ORHub Surgical Spotlight™ is a cloud-based data analytics tool that helps Perioperative leadership gain visibility into the key metrics that drive efficiency in the Perioperative lifecycle.

Should an additional room be opened?
Should a surgeon get more block time?
Are turnover times improving?
How can we improve surgical scheduling accuracy?
Are staffing levels aligned with volume?
What is the cost per case?

Overview

Surgical Spotlight™ answers these questions and more. Using industry standard Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), Spotlight™ quickly recognizes how your OR is performing. Running an Operating Room is extremely costly. Spotlight helps you discover the best financial improvements to implement.

View an interactive report for each KPI to drill down into the details for actionable data. Each report illuminates the opportunities for productivity and financial improvement. ORHub Surgical Spotlight™ is more than just a typical dashboard.

Implementation of Surgical Spotlight™ is lightweight: rollout as quick as two weeks. No EHR integration or hardware required. Our Software as a Service (SaaS) product requires only four simple data feeds and is PHI-free. Ongoing training and education supported.

Pay-per-use pricing, a nominal subscription and implementation fee with no hidden fees. No long term contracts.

KPIs
- OR Volume
- PACU Volume
- OR & PACU Occupancy by Hour of Day
- Turnover Time
- On Time Starts
- Scheduling Accuracy
- Cost Per Case
- Primetime Staff/Room Utilization
- Block Utilization
- Overlapping Surgery

Automated Reports
- Daily Surgical Receipts
- Weekly Facility Report
- Monthly Surgeon Scorecard
- Quarterly Executive Update

Visit https://orhub.com today to explore our full list of features and request your guided demonstration.